Mark pocket opening on front panel, observing pattern markings.

1. Fold pocket welt in half lengthwise wrong sides together and press. Pin and stitch open edge of folded welt to right side of edge of pocket opening closest to center-front line.

2. Pin outer pocket piece on top of welt to edge of pocket opening right sides together and stitch along previous stitching line.

3. Pin and stitch inner pocket piece to the other edge of pocket opening as marked on pattern. **Note!** The distance between the rows of stitching must be the same as the finished width of the pocket welt and the rows of stitching must be of equal length.

4. Slash pocket opening from wrong side and clip diagonally to stitching at corners.

5. Fold pocket pieces to wrong side. Flip inner pocket piece out of the way and topstitch welt attachment seam close to seamlime.

6. Stitch triangles, formed at ends of pocket opening when slashing it, to pocket welt and outer pocket piece.

7. Stitch pocket pieces together.

8. Topstitch edge of pocket opening closest to side seam as well as both ends of pocket opening.